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BIASD CEO Borre Winckel Talks Local
Residential Construction Market and the
Cost of Doing Business in California

“I think the survival
mode for our business is
over. Though we aren’t
in survival mode anymore,
we are however, working
on very small volumes.”

Borre
Winckel
—BIASD President and CEO
By: Mary Montgomery

The high cost of building new homes and
the lasting effects of the foreclosure crisis
left residential construction in San Diego
County at a standstill. But Borre Winckel,
President and CEO of the Building Industry
Association of San Diego (BIASD) says that
the building industry is back in business.
6
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upporting Winckel’s stance is data from the first
six months of 2013 for the number of permits pulled for
new construction in the greater San Diego County area,
both multi-family and single-family residential. A normal
yearly rooftop permit count, including multi-family and
single-family, is in the 12,000 range. The San Diego region is now in its sixth consecutive year of not producing
that capacity. As of June 2013, the tally stood at about
4,500 permits pulled, half of which are in the City of San
Diego, and of that number, 60 percent were multi-family
production.
“This is bringing some people back to work, but it explains why we’re not re-hiring the same work crews and

office staff that we had in 2004, 2005, or 2006,” said
Winckel. “The sense we’re getting is that the people
working on the now 6,000 year-to-date housing permits
in 2013 are work crews that are doing more with less.
There’s no big hiring, we are still seeing the employment
numbers of one or two years ago.”
While Winckel believes the residential construction
market is beginning to slowly turnaround, he remains
concerned about a false bubble in San Diego, driven this
time by low volume. Not only are today’s builders wary of
going too far out speculatively, the process of obtaining
building permits isn’t easy. Despite an improving econWINCKEL Continues on Page 8
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omy, no government agency has reduced fees on new
construction in San Diego County. Moreover, there have
been recent efforts to raise building permit fees because
of diminished operating capital.
“With housing dragging down the entire national
economy at the height of the recession, we thought the
argument at city hall would be to bring back health to
the housing markets through regulatory reforms,” said
Winckel. “We only saw a sympathetic, pro-housing element in the very first years of the recession. By 2010,
most city halls paid lip service to scaling back overhead,
becoming protective of their turf and seeing regulatory
reform as a job loss factor for city hall, making it even
more difficult to get permits as a result. With rare exception, we didn’t really see any accommodative policies to
stimulate housing growth.”
Still, future residential construction growth could
come about more rapidly if the market continues to improve, spurred on by a reinvigorated investment climate
and banks lending to those with other than top-tier credit ratings.
“No one is talking about foreclosures anymore because the market has taken care of that problem, and
new housing never really competed with foreclosed housing,” Winckel explained. “The return of equity formation
in existing housing stock has been good. The stock market has taken the edge off of most people’s anxieties
because their IRAs and 401(k)s have been restored.
For most people, equity will have recovered. There’s a
subset that bought at the high market, and those people

are probably still underwater, but they’ve had a chance
to refinance. I can’t address people with personal bankruptcies and who leveraged themselves to the maximum,
but people with good credit who led a conservative life
through the recession should be okay again.”
With banks now lending, the construction industry
is beginning to see upticks in every market – just not
in big numbers judging by the number of permits being
pulled. As the industry continues to make its way out of
this slump, another concern going forward is the imposition of policies that have a climate change mitigation
premise. Intended to preserve the environment, these
policies run the risk of placing California at a disadvantageous, non-competitive business position when it
comes to industries like construction, that are intended
to foster growth.
“Our construction requirements, whether air quality
related, water quality related, species related, or energy conservation related, have a self-imposed, statewide
mandated text that makes the cost of doing business
in California extra expensive, for which there may not
be sufficient basis,” Winckel said. “When we are in
the business of housing people, this means that we are
forced into housing densities that are not based on housing demand, but housing densities that are based on legislative constructs that have a false premise of global
warming at their core.”
Environmental legislative issues aside, residential
construction generates approximately $3 billion each
year for San Diego’s economy. Commercial construction
generates an additional $800 million each year. It’s estimated that approximately 150 different companies are
employed from the construction of one housing community. BIASD advocates this activity by encouraging cities
within San Diego County to provide reasonably priced

“When we are in the business of housing people, this means that
we are forced into housing densities that are not based on housing
demand, but housing densities that are based on legislative constructs
that have a false premise of global warming at their core.”
8
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Borre
Winckel
—BIASD President and CEO

building permits so this work can continue.
As for the individuals and companies that make up
BIASD’s membership, Winckel says that the organization’s members cover the true residential construction
envelope. “In prior years, we talked about the vestiges
of green field development with a smattering of condo
builders and infill. It’s a complete mixed bag right now.
The BIA is no longer the public builder representative, we
are more true in who we represent in the residential arena than ever before. Look at the board’s composition, we
have a for-profit affordable housing builder, mixed-use
builders, a privately held green field builder, we have infill builders, and joining the BIA is an enormous influx of
general contractors coming into the BIA looking for business, we’ve also got a big play going on in the affordable
housing builders in the wake of the collapse of redevelopment.”
The Building Industry Association of San Diego
County (BIASD) is a non-profit trade association that
represents the 1,300 member firms and 140,000 employees who earn their livelihood in the residential and
commercial building industries. Borre Winckel joined
BIASD as President and Chief Executive Officer in 2008.
Prior to this position, Winckel served Executive Director

of the Riverside County BIA Chapter from 1996 to 2008.
This just in… Borre recently uncovered one of the largest fee impositions facing as a direct consequence of
the collapse of the Redevelopment Agency (RDA) funding for affordable housing. Housing Agencies tasked to
regulate affordable housing construction are coming up
with huge builder fees! The City of San Diego recently
adopted $8.25 per sf on single family construction, San
Marcos is charging $32,000 per new home, and the City
of Carlsbad Housing Commission is proposing $20 per sf
on apartment construction!
The irony is that affordable housing fees are making
housing affordability a new challenge. The BIA is hopeful
that the June ruling by the US Supreme Court in Koontz
vs. St. Johns River Water Management District could
bring about much needed relief. The US Supreme Court’s
ruling places the burden back on the cities to prove that
such impositions have a true “nexus” (cause and effect),
and if so, they need to be rightfully proportional to the
impact. The industry has long maintained that it is utter
nonsense that building a house held for sale or for lease
constrains or adversely impacts the need for affordable
housing. The reason the problem exists is, to a great degree, the result of our excessive regulatory environment.
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P.S. It’s the law.
CONSTRUCTION LAW BY PAM SCHOLEFIELD

10815 Rancho Bernardo Road Ste 105• SAN DIEGO, CA 92127 • TEL: 858.613.0888

The Critical Path...
Just how critical is it?
You’ve probably heard the term “Critical Path” many times. But what does is it really
mean and how can it help or hurt you when it comes to delay claims on a project?
The standard: Nearly all
courts recognize what is known
as the Critical Path Method
(“CPM”) as the most readily
accepted method of measuring project delays. CPM is the
benchmark that is universally
accepted in construction delay
claims litigation. It is extremely
important for anyone involved
in construction to understand
how CPM is used for proving
delay claims. If you don’t know
how a delay is measured, you
may find it difficult proving you
were really damaged by a delay. Or worse yet, you may find
it difficult defending yourself
against an unfair delay claim.
A quick history: Commonly
known by its initials “CPM”, it
is a method of estimating how
long a project will take to complete. A critical path is determined by taking the key tasks
in sequence and adding up the
longest time necessary to complete all the tasks to determine
the total length of a project. The
procedures are the same for
small projects or large projects,
but larger projects will benefit
from the use of project management software, since the software can handle hundreds of
tasks and variables with ease.
12
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Most project management software uses a variant of CPM
called PERT, which means Program Evaluation Review Technique. PERT was developed in
1958, a year after CPM was
first used, but the name CPM
has become synonymous with
both methods. What distinguishes PERT from pure CPM
is its use of statistics to predict
completion times. Using three
time estimates, optimistic, pessimistic and most likely, a more
realistic completion time esti-

mate is created.
The basics: Here is a quick
primer on what it takes to create a CPM schedule. CPM is
focused both on time and sequencing. First, a sequence
of work is determined. Then,
assign each sequence a time
interval required to complete
it and theoretically you have a
critical path. You need to know
the following information in order to create any sort of CPM
schedule: 1. Specific activities:
These are unique tasks that
have a distinct length of time
for completion. In construction,
these are usually straightforward and fairly easy to identify
by trade; 2. Milestones: These
are events that identify the
beginning or end of a task; 3.
Sequence: Getting from bare
earth to a finished building re-

quires the proper sequence of
construction tasks. Some sequences are obvious, and others
are not, for example it is clear
that earthwork must come before roofing. But, it may not be
so obvious whether or not finish
plumbing would come before or
after roofing, or whether or not it really matters.
4.Dependent Tasks: Careful analysis is often
needed to determine the cause and effect relationships between tasks. Tasks that depend on
the completion of another task must be indentified.
5. Time Estimate: The time required for each
activity is needed. An experienced estimator can
shoot from the hip and use past experience as his
guide, but often input from each trade is needed
to get realistic estimates of time for their work.
It is at this point that PERT-type statistics would
come into play (whether calculated manually,
or generated by project management software)
in order to arrive at the best estimate for a task
time.
The path: With the above information available, a project diagram can be created. Laid out
graphically, all the milestones (events) are con-

nected together by a network of
activities (tasks) to visualize the
entire project from beginning to
end. The critical path would be
the longest duration of tasks that
must be done in sequence in order to get from the beginning to
the end. There may be tasks that
can be performed in parallel with other tasks.
There may be tasks that can be performed at
any time after achieving a certain milestone but
have no specific start date, only a required completion date. The difference between the time allocated to perform the task is commonly known
as float or slack time. All tasks on the critical
path have no slack time.
The real world: Once a project is planned out
and a critical path defined, there is no guarantee
that the course of the project will actually follow
the plan. A few examples of why this can happen
are:
· Estimates: One of the simple reasons for a
schedule deviation is that everything is based on
estimates. The schedule is only as good as the
quality of the estimates, and for the most part,
the people who created the estimates are not
SCHOLEFIELD Continues on Page 14
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the people who actually perform the work.
· Changed conditions: If the
actual conditions are different from those expected at the
time the estimates were determined, the estimates may not
be realistic.
· Change orders: Almost without exception, projects will have
change orders. What needs to
be considered very carefully is
whether or not the change orders affect just a specific task
schedule or the critical path.
Making CPM work for you.
Keep in mind though, that just
because there may be change
orders, changed conditions,
sloppy estimating or anything
else that causes a delay, if the
delays do not affect any of the
critical path tasks, the project
as a whole, is not delayed. Also,
applying additional resources
to activities that are not on the
critical path may allow them to
be completed early, but it won’t
benefit the overall project end
date.
Remember, improving the
estimated completion date, or
getting a project back on track
to finish by the promised date,
depends on your ability to identify and shorten the tasks or activities that are on the critical
path.

14

General Disclaimer: The information
in this article is based upon California
law and is for general information only.
Any information or analysis presented
here is intended solely to inform and educate the reader on general issues. Nothing presented or referenced to, regarding
facts, documents, or applicable laws,
constitutes legal advice. Before acting
or relying on any information, including
any information presented here, consult
with a qualified attorney for your specific situation. If you have a construction
question, submit it to:
info@construction-laws.com
CONTRACTOR NEWS
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End of Summer Mixer

&

General Contractor Showcase

September 11, 2013 At the University Club

What Demographic
Economics Is Telling Us
By: Terry Kramer

Long before there was a financial crash and a Great Recession in the “late
naughts or 00’s” (end of the first decade of 2000-2009), there were studies by
the Federal Government concerning spending trends by age brackets, hence
the title “Demographic Economics”. These spending trend forecasts reflected
the fact that people spent more prodigiously during their peak earning years.
The beauty of these numbers is that it just makes common sense that when
you make more, you spend more. Of course, everyone’s peak spending years
lie at the older end of the age spectrum (45-64 years old). This also makes common sense because as people have more experience, they are valued more, so
they get paid more.
Downturn Was Predicted & Expected
The first time I took a hard look at these spending
graphs from the U.S. Census Bureau was in 2000 and
the forecast included enormous surges in spending
starting in 1991 (first baby boomers turned 45 years old)
and enormous drops in spending starting in 2010 (first
baby boomers turned 64 years old). Given that the first
year that a 1946-born baby boomer turned 65 years of
age would be the Year 2011, it would make sense that
people would not wake up one day and quit spending as
they turned 65. Most likely people would slow spending
16
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prior to that birthday date so they could save money. As
it turned out, the spending in these graphs started to
reflect declines starting in 2006-2007 with significant
downward momentum continuing through 2011-12. The
graph shows continued declines in spending for the 4564 age group through the Year 2030. The spending never
picks up for this group as they age and pass away.
No Replacement Group on Horizon
Everyone is aware that economic systems go through
cycles and what everyone would look for next is a sizKRAMER Continues on Page 18
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KRAMER Continued from Page 17

able group that follows the baby
boomers that are proceeding
through their peak spending
years equivalent to the 78 million baby boomers who just exited. Unfortunately, Generation
X, the succeeding generation,
only comprises about half of the
population of the baby boomers.
That means that this replacement group during their peak spending years will never
approximate the spending power of the baby boomers,
nor spur GDP growth through consumer spending to the
levels that baby boomers did. This group just does not
have the clout to drive the economy to greater heights.
The ramifications are significant as a smaller group of
people attempt to purchase all of the assets and businesses of the baby boomer group. Without the right numbers of Buyers, many asset class values decline for the
Sellers. This also implies lower, organic GDP activity.
An interesting side note to retiring baby boomers is that
the U.S. may soon see dramatic declines in the unemployment rates without any economic impact, except for

18
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perhaps a perceived change in
consumer confidence.
Where will large groups of
people in their peak spending
years come from? Generation Y,
which follows Generation X, is
comprised of a population group
close to the size of the baby
boomers, so that is a relief. The
trouble with this scenario is that
Generation Y will not reach its
first peak spending year until the Year 2025.
Natural GDP Decline: Given that consumer spending
comprises 70 % of the $14T GDP, or $9.8T, there is an
obvious gap created by the absence of a large group exiting its peak spending years. The baby boomers, 78M
strong, represent roughly 25% of the U.S. population, so
one could extrapolate that the baby boomers represent
around $2.5T of the overall economy. If the baby boomers
are spending half of what they used to because they are
retiring, or $1.25T, there is very little that can be done
to spur spending within that age group. It is interesting
that the annual Federal deficit is around $ 1.3T, which is
similar to the amount of the spending decline. The Fed-

eral Government’s efforts would appear to be fruitless in
their attempts to jumpstart economic growth; the demographic impact will simply have to pass.
Relating these spending declines as high tides in an
ocean that threaten shorelines, the financial mortgage,
credit swap, and lack of financial oversight fiasco simply added substantial layers to the waves of high tides
to form a massive storm surge that flooded the economy
with disastrous consequences.
An Endless Sea of Debt: Whereas a Keynesian approach to spurring economic growth through governmental investments would work in certain situations,
the current high Federal debt combined with demographic shifts toward consumer spending declines suggest otherwise. There are on-going and current schools
of thought that consistently state that the United States
would have been better off in the Depression if it hadn’t
curtailed stimulative, governmental spending in 1937.
The reality is that the Federal debt was around 40-50%
of GDP in 1937, whereas in 2011 the U.S. is at a 100%
ratio of debt-to-GDP. There was room for additional debt
back in the 1930’s but not currently.
This country is in uncharted territory at the moment.
The perfect storm of declining demographic spending,
maxed-out government debt, and a lack of national public & private financial controls have fueled a very unusual
economic situation. The only thing to do is to be patient
and work our way through it. The trade-off of government
spending to push the economy while debt accumulates
is not a smart way to go since debt accumulation will
have to continue for years down the road. The government does not have the money to invest every year until
2025. Private sector investments, innovations, and new
products are some answers at the moment that will drive
employment and demand. Corporations and individuals
will need to invest the trillions they have tied up in cash
& investments since the government does not have these
funds available. Global investment in the U.S., as well as
global demand of U.S. products, may also prove to be
factors in strengthening the economy. Without these
stimuli, the U.S. will need to learn how to navigate an
economy at reduced, organic levels. --TK
Terry Kramer, President of Kramer Consulting, has
been consulting within the construction industry for
over 20 years. Aaron Kramer, Management Consultant, focuses on the profitable strategic management of
construction companies. They can be reached at 480314-0711, or via e-mail at tkramer@k-advise.com or
akramer@k-advise.com.)
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First Social Media Workshop a Success!

Hiring Children to Work in
the Family Business
By: Glenn Gelman, CPA, MS-Tax, CFF
Glenn M. Gelman & Associates

On September 17th, WCC held its first of three sessions on the value of ‘Social Media’. Jessica
Kovak of the Associated General Contractors San Diego gave an informative presentation on
the impact Social Media can have on your business. WCC members and guests learned the far
reaching effects Social Media can have on your company’s success and is the ‘New Word of Mouth!’
In addition, WCC member, Shea Kirkpatrick highlighted the value Facebook can provide to your
marketing efforts. If you missed the first session…be sure to catch the 2nd Session on October 15th
about LinkedIn and the 3rd Session about Twitter & Pintrest on November 12th. See you there!

h
s
a
e
l
n
Uyour digital

marketing potential

2 remaining workshops on mastering
social media for marketing your business

Tuesday,
October 15

11AM-1PM: Linked In

Tuesday,
November 12

11AM-1PM: Twitter,
Pinterest and Wrap-up
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To Register Online
Visit www.wccsd.org
Or for more information,
Email sandy@wccsd.com

1940 East 17th Street Santa Ana, CA 92705
Phone: (714) 667-2600 ext. 267
Email: mkarver@gmgcpa.com
Website: http://gmgcpa.com

How Much Compensation
Can Reasonably
Be Paid to a Child?
Although there’s no “bright line”
benchmark test for reasonableness,
the child’s age and ability to perform
meaningful work must be considered. For a young child (say age 12
or 13), a realistic goal may be to earn
$3,000 to $4,000 annually, which
can then be used to fund an annual
Individual Retirement Account (IRA)
contribution. Reasonable work assignments for children this age likely
include tasks such as filing, entering computer data, sweeping and
dusting. Considering their school
workload and a reasonable bedtime,
these children might be expected
to work an hour or two after school
and a few hours on the weekend.
Minimum wage is probably about as
much as should be paid, since that’s
most likely what a nonfamily member
would be paid for such tasks.
For a teenager, the work may be
more complex and command a higher wage. Also, an older child could
be expected to work longer hours.
However, the rate paid must be comparable to what a nonfamily member
would be paid for the same work.
Also, fair labor laws must be considered.
It is critical that the business
maintains regular records of the
child’s work hours and complies with

the formalities of an employer-employee relationship, such as having
the child complete Form W-4 and
providing the child with a Form W-2
at year-end. If the child is in college,
or entering college soon, and financial aid is a factor in the child’s college attendance, having too much
earned income can have a detrimental impact on the amount of aid the
child might be eligible to receive.
Reducing the Family’s Tax Burden

One good reason for employing a
child to work in the family business
is to reduce the family’s overall income tax burden. Wages paid by the
business to the owner’s kids are deductible by the business, assuming
of course that the wages are reasonable. The child then pays Federal Income Tax (FIT) on these wages, but
typically at a lower rate than imposed
on the business’s income. Also, the
child has the benefit of a standard
deduction and, if not claimed as the
parent’s dependent, a personal exemption to offset some or all of the
wage income. Thus, paying wages to
a child often reduces the family’s tax
burden.
The 2013 standard deduction
for a child, who can be claimed as a
dependent on another return is the
greater of (1) $1,000 or (2) $350
plus the child’s earned income (but
not to exceed the $6,100 standard

deduction otherwise allowed a single taxpayer). Thus, for 2013, the
standard deduction will shelter up to
$6,100 of earned income from tax.
The Kiddie Tax (which can potentially tax unearned income of children
under age 24 at their parents’ rates)
does not apply to earned income.
EXAMPLE 1: Taxing savings from
employing a child
During 2013, Courtney, age 16,
earned $7,200 working after school
and on weekends in her mother’s
flower shop. She qualifies as her
parents’ dependent. Her standard
deduction is $6,100 (the lesser of
$7,200 + $350, or $6,100). Thus,
she’ll pay taxes of $110 [($7,200
- $6,100) x 10%]. Her mother operates the business as a Schedule C
and is in the 28% tax bracket. Therefore, the family’s overall income tax
savings is $1,906 [($7,200 x 28%)
- $110].
Sheltering Wages with an IRA
Not only is the family’s tax liability
reduced when the parent shifts income to a child in a lower tax bracket, but the wages enable the child (or
the parents for the child) to fund an
IRA contribution. The parent’s IRA
contribution for the child would, of
course, be a gift. Usually, the child
won’t be covered by an employer
retirement plan or will have income
low enough to qualify for a deductGELMAN Continues on Page 22
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In Example 1, no FICA or FUTA
tax would be payable on Courtible contribution to a traditional
ney’s wages as she is only 16. FurIRA. However, a Roth IRA, which
thermore, assuming her mother’s
potentially allows all earnings to
Schedule C earnings are less than
be tax-free, may be the best option
$113,700 (the maximum subject
because most children have a curto the social security portion of the
rent low tax rate, long horizon for
self employment tax for 2013), her
saving, and a greater likelihood of
mother would save $1,102 ($7,200
being in a higher tax bracket when
x 15.3%) in self employment tax.
distributions are eventually made.
Thus, total family income and self
Also, a Roth IRA is a great way to
fund some college costs as no income is recognized until employment tax savings would be $3,008 ($1,906 inafter all the contributions have been distributed. In any come tax savings + $1,102 self employment tax savings),
case, the ability to compound income either tax-deferred enough to fund a good chunk of that IRA for Courtney.
This exemption doesn’t apply if the business is operator tax-free for many years is a powerful way to build
ed as a C or S corporation, or as a partnership with partwealth.
IRAs are generally ignored in measuring parents and ners other than the child’s parents. In this case, all wagstudent resources for purposes of college financial aid. es (including those paid to the owner’s kids) are subject
Example 2: Using earned income to contribute to a to FITW, FICA, and FUTA tax. Therefore, if the business
owner’s income exceeds $113,700 for 2013, employing
child’s IRA
In Example 1, Courtney (or her parents) could put up the owner’s child may actually increase the family’s payto $5,500 in her IRA for 2013. A $5,500 traditional IRA roll tax burden. If the child’s wages are subject to the full
contribution would reduce her taxes to zero (a $110 sav- amount of payroll tax, while the parent’s wages would
ings), but future distributions would be fully taxable. A only be subject to the Medicare portion of the tax, shiftRoth IRA contribution would not reduce her 2013 taxes, ing income to the child could easily cost more in payroll
but future distributions up to the $5,500 contribution tax than it would save in income tax.
could be withdrawn tax-free at any time, say for college.
If certain requirements are met, earnings on the Roth
IRA could also be distributed tax free for Courtney’s first
home (up to a lifetime maximum of $10,000) or once she
turns 59 ½ [See IRC Sec. 408A(d)(2)].
Reducing Payroll and Self Employment Taxes
Generally, family members are treated the same as
any other employees, and their wages are subject to Federal Income Tax Withholding (FITW), social security and
Medicare (FICA) taxes, and Federal Unemployment Tax
(FUTA). However, if the business is operated as a sole
proprietorship (or partnership where the parents are the
only partners), wages paid to a child under age 21 are
exempt from the FUTA tax [IRC Sec. 3306(c)(5)]. They
are also exempt from FICA tax if the child is under age 18
[IRC Sec. 3121(b)(3)(A)]. Furthermore, the wages are
deductible by the business and, thus, reduce the owner’s
self-employment (SE) tax.
The bottom line is if the business is a sole proprietorship or partnership owned only by the parents, and the
child performs tasks that would otherwise be done by a
nonfamily member employee, the business pays no payroll taxes on the child’s wages. The owner, however, can
deduct those wages in computing SE income and, thus,
SE tax is reduced.
EXAMPLE 3: Saving Payroll and Self Employment Taxes by Employing a Child
GELMAN Continued from Page 21
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Employing Grown Children
Employing grown children may not generate significant income tax savings since the grown child may be in
the same tax bracket as the parent. However, provided
the compensation is reasonable, employing grown children can allow the business owner to transfer wealth to
the child and deduct the transfer from the business’ taxable income. In addition to wages, the business can provide many fringe benefits (like educational assistance
and employer-sponsored health insurance) to the child
and his or her family that are not taxable to the recipient,
but are deductible by the business (provided the child is
not a partner or more-than-2% S corporation shareholder in the business). However, for self-insured medical
plans, the business generally must provide coverage to
all employees for the benefits to be excludible.
An even more important possible benefit of employing
grown children is to help ensure the continued operation
of the business after the owner’s retirement or death. If
the business is to be left to their children (a very likely
scenario, since the business may be the owner’s most
valuable asset), it is important that the child be prepared to function as an owner. Gaining experience as an
employee will help the child understand the business.
It can also help them gain the confidence of nonfamily-member employees whose services may be key to the
business’ success after ownership is transferred to the
child.
The Fair Labor Standards Act, a federal law, outlines
what types of jobs kids are allowed to do, and at what
ages. The point of the law is to protect young workers,
so it speaks to issues like type of work, breaks and maximum hours per week. Many states add still more restrictions to the federal law. Be sure to check with an expert
in your state’s labor laws if you have any questions in this
area.
As children reach college age there can even be more
compelling reasons to keep them working for the company. If the parents are in high income brackets their
ability to utilize college credits evaporates as might their
exemption deduction for the child. By shifting enough income to the child, the children may be able to file an independent tax return (i.e., no longer a dependent on the
parents return), claiming their own exemption and using
the available college credits.

For more information, contact Glenn M. Gelman &
Associates at (714) 667-2600 or

email: mkarver@gmgcpa.com
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